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113Part II Maker Nutrition Healing Program9 Back in Coffee Diet 12310 Maker Diet in Your Daily Life 171Part III Health and Healing11 Healing Protocols 209Čak 343Source Handout 344 Start Your patient review heal themselves: An extraordinary health program combining ancient wisdom with groundbreaking clinical research teaching health secrets that allowed our ancestors to
live long, disease-freeCrap. Modern humans on average have a longer life expectancy, and without illness it is not supported by any science. Conversely, all the mummies we studied show people riddled with diseases, parasites and innate problems, as well as the skeletons we studied, as well as the medical records of Civil War veterinarians. learning health secrets that allowed
our ancestors to live long lives without diseasesCrap. Modern humans on average have a longer life expectancy, and without illness it is not supported by any science. Conversely, all the mummies we studied show people riddled with diseases, parasites and innate problems, as well as the skeletons we studied, as well as the medical records of Civil War veterinarians. ... More
Although I did not agree with everything in this book, he convinced me that many, many modern diseases can be suppressed by a healthy diet. When I read this 10 years ago, I got on a trip away from processed food. I've read more useful books since then, but this one got me going. Although I disagreed with everything in this book, it convinced me that many, many modern
diseases can be contained by a healthy diet. When I read this 10 years ago, I got on a trip away from processed food. I've read more useful books since then, but this one got me going. ... More than a few chapters in, I don't enjoy hard God and biblical conversation, and I'm not looking forward to reading about anything called The Maker's Diet. However, I am with Rubin on the
topic of avoiding a false promise, and sometimes a dangerous, medical remedy, when health can be found through nutrition. Unfortunately, it is overlooked that our sleep, nervous system and immunity are associated with our intestinal health and that in addition the hormone and chemical filled conventional foods that people eat is several chapters in, I do not enjoy a difficult
conversation about God and the Bible, and I am not looking forward to reading about anything called The Maker's Diet. However, I am with Rubin on the subject of avoiding false promise, and sometimes dangerous, medical remedies, when health can be found Food. Unfortunately, it is overlooked that our sleep, nervous system and immunity are associated with our intestinal
health and that in addition the hormone and chemical filled with conventional foods that people eat harms our health. The book also seems well researched, and the idea of little-known soil organisms seems intriguing, but I agree with others that the fact that the book is so inextricably tied to his company and its product makes it less appealing.... I finished the book, and I would
give it 4 or 5 stars based on invaluable information, but I have to give it a 3 because it's so poorly organized, self-promotion and heavy on maker talk. Any good writer who tries to reach a wide audience about their health must anticipate that they will have readers who do not believe in a creator god and do not want to be sold products. The compelling argument about biblical
nutrition is not that God wanted us to eat this way, but that there is ancient wisdom to be gathered from that period of time, such as why we once ate fermented sauces that were replaced by today's sweet, non-fermented versions, much to the detriment of our health. As I said, this book has a wealth of information and recommendations that may have been better presented but are
nonetheless useful. ... I read more about five years ago. It's more applicable now than ever. America is rampid with gastrointestinal issues, James &amp; And are no exception and scientific depth and truth from this book is really life-changing!! We highly recommend it especially if you are in a serious health crisis! I read this five years ago. It's more applicable now than ever.
America is rampid with gastrointestinal issues, James &amp; And are no exception and scientific depth and truth from this book is really life-changing!! We highly recommend it especially if you are in a serious health crisis! ... more Full information. Homeostatic soil organisms were interesting to me, and his story a dramatic example of the body's power to heal. This book gives me
hope. This book is very detailed and I found myself skipping parts and reading the parts that applied to me. I learned a lot from this book. Jordan's story of everything he's been through to get through Kron's illness is very detailed and lets us know how quickly life can change. I greatly appreciate all the very useful information about Maker's Diet, but he keeps repeating it. The book
could have been 30 pages shorter. Jordan has written about issues such as attention deficit disorder and how children can follow Maker's Diet to get over ADD. He then writes about many other disorders and illnesses and cites Sam Jordan's story of everything he has been through to overcome Kron's illness is very detailed and lets us know how quickly life can change. I really
appreciate everything. very useful information about Maker's Diet, but he churns it over and over again. The book could have been 30 pages shorter. Jordan has written about issues such as attention deficit disorder and how children can follow Maker's Diet to get over ADD. He then writes about many other disorders and diseases and lists the same things to eat and drink multiple
times. All he had to do was list all the things on a diet once and say it heals everyone under the sun. I also don't think Jordan should argue that Maker's Diet can put an end to abuse. A man who abuses his wife or girlfriend has to go through a lot of counseling and soul-searching to make it end. I don't think drinking goat's milk and eating grass-fed meat will put an end to domestic
violence. This was still a valuable book to read and is a good resource for anyone suffering from a condition that makes doctors scratch their heads. ... More like Celiac disease, this book has encouraged me to think more seriously about greenery and digestive health as a whole. It was an interesting concept that set me on a path to experimentation. I tried his addition to the
perfect food - make sure the author uses his personal experience of Krone's disease to market a canned buffet of various, expensive powdered health remedies... Perfect food uses wheat, oatmeal and rye grasses that are supposedly gluten-free, a frightening concept for my intestines, along the standard As celiac disease this book has encouraged me to think more seriously
about greenery and digestive health as a whole. It was an interesting concept that set me on a path to experimentation. I tried his addition to the perfect food - make sure the author uses his personal experience of Krone's disease to market a canned buffet of various, expensive powdered health remedies... Perfect food uses wheat, oatmeal and rye grasses that are supposedly
gluten-free, a daunting concept for my gut, along with standard green dietary supplements and probiotics, and it basically de-toxed me for three weeks. I'm mixing it up at OJ. I let out a ton of shit (literally), a thirst for water (well), I'm less hungry and I let out 4 lbs in the process. I feel tired and can't tell if this is a possible celiac response or just my life. Everyone notices the
difference in the way I look, and now I crave a drink. Placebo? may be. It makes my super-sensitive-celiac son very ill - I don't think he's completely gluten-free. Good shielding for the concept. ... More My journey of health, nutrition and wellness began with a friend who was detoxing and this fuelled the idea that our bodies are full of chemicals that make us sick, fat and kill us.
Doctors today do not understand that the body can be cured with food, good, clean, organic food. And we don't need pills and injections, unnecessary surgeries and all the other misdiagnoses and to fix what's bothering us. It's not meant to be. Destined. It's used as guinea pigs for science and allopathic me My journey of health, nutrition and wellness all started with a friend who
was detoxifying and this fueled the idea that our bodies are full of chemicals that make us sick, fat and kill us. Doctors today do not understand that the body can be cured with food, good, clean, organic food. And we don't need pills and injections, unnecessary surgeries and all the other misdiagnoses and abuses to fix what's bothering us. We are not meant to be used as guinea
pigs for science and aropathic medicine, or to line the pockets of Big Pharma and the large business and food industries. They take us astray so fat cats are fat with money while we get sick to make it easier and sick. The drug is in the food we eat, not the diet, but good balance and good nutrition. It's simple common sense. When we understand the biology of our body, then we
have the power to heal ourselves. excellently guarded. We recommend this book. One man's comeback story that will shake you awake, for sure. ... I wanted to learn more about the health of the digestive system and it was the only book the library had. For me, it was a page-turner full of excellent cutting-edge research ested with the Garden of Life dietary supplement infomercial.
I wish I could have had health information without product information, but it's still interesting and the products contained are of high quality for those on the market for supplements. This is an interesting story about a man who got so sick that everyone thought he was dying and the doctors didn't give him hope. He began experimenting with nutrition and found that some foods
were killing him. He eventually healed and offers his discoveries to anyone who may suffer from similar problems. This book got a little too technical or medical in some places, but I collected some great things from his experience with Crone's disease. He talks in several places about how gut health is the foundation for our entire well-being and immune system. It makes so much
sense, and after seeing the relationship it just deafened my mind how many diseases and diseases can be traced back to this. This book got a little too technical or medical in some places, but I collected some great things from his experience with Crone's disease. He talks in several places about how gut health is the foundation for our entire well-being and immune system. It
makes so much sense, and after seeing the relationship it just deafened my mind how many diseases and diseases can be traced back to this. ... More I read coffee diet several times and got this book from a friend. I felt like there was a lot of hype over my own line of probiotics and various other supplements, which is a little off-putting. I don't like to feel like I'm just on something.
However, I appreciate its dietary suggestions and therapeutic Pročitao sam The maker's Diet Diet times and got this book from a friend. I felt like there was a lot of hype over my own line of probiotics and various other supplements, which is a little off-putting. I don't like to feel like I'm just on something. However, I appreciate his dietary suggestions and therapeutic food lists. ...
More This book has literally changed life! My son was diagnosed with ulcerative colitis at 3. The ancient soil organisms completely changed things for him. There were so many really neat ideas in this book that shaped a lot of what I believe in. I'm constantly learning and honing my natural healing techniques. Excellent!! I love the bone broth recipe. I've had this book forever! That's
really pretty interesting. The author shows how well he has become well again and helped family members. You can't get better testimony than this. It emphasizes the importance of nutrition and supplements for the return of living health. They did a good look. I've had this book forever! That's really pretty interesting. The author shows how well he has become well again and
helped family members. You can't get better testimony than this. It emphasizes the importance of nutrition and supplements for the return of living health. They did a good look. ... More This book started me on my way to health more than 15 years ago. It's a tough road and I'm still fighting. If I hadn't found this book, I'd already have a --? bag so far from my crohns disease. This
book started me on my way to health over 15 years ago. It's a tough road and I'm still fighting. If I hadn't found this book, I'd already have a --? bag so far from my crohns disease. ... more recommended for anyone who suffers any great dis-simplicity - those who want to avoid it. Makers diet of the same author is basically this book restored to a better version. Excellent fro anyone
suffering from a disease of any kind in my opinion. Great information about why so many are sick. It offers solutions to help people achieve better health. Very interesting personal story and useful nutritional information. I'm not a fan of this book. I felt like it was a trick to get the reader to buy all the extras, but I guess if it works for people it's great. I'm not a fan of this book. I felt like
it was a trick to get the reader to buy all the extras, but I guess if it works for people it's great. ... The more it really has me going.. But then I tried his product line. Terrible, terrible, it makes your digestion tricky. He seems like someone who cares, who shares his exhpanse. (rather than just earning a dollar), and also as if his regime was well researched. He seems like someone
who cares, who shares his exhpanse. (rather than just earning a dollar), and also as if his regime was well researched. ... More affrirmed my learning from his book The Maker's Diet enough to finally get me off my butt and buy some probiotics. my learning from his book The Maker's Diet enough to finally get me off my butt and buy some probiotics. ... I no longer like the product
being pushed in my books, but there are some things worth reading here. I don't like the fact that the product is being pushed in his books, but there are some things worth reading here. ... More... More
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